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Introduction
In spite of the emerging market for renewable energies, our dependency on our oil and gas
reserves is expected to prevail for years to come. Consequently, the efficient extraction of fossil
fuels including, but not limited to, the drilling process is paramount to the sustainable supply of
the energy and materials we need.
There is a notable demand for automation of the drilling process as a result of increased focus on
health, safety, and environment (HSE), as well as working conditions. At the time of writing, the
drill floor operations are partly mechanized with the driller remotely operating specialized
robots. Moving people away from the drill floor through higher levels of automation, while
improving safety of the working environment, offers repeatability of the operations as well.
Additionally, there is great economic potential for the introduction of automatic control that
provide shorter drilling times, increased regularity, and improved performance.
To help accelerate the uptake of automation in the drilling industry, a number of Society of
Petroleum Engineers (SPE) members established the Drilling Systems Automation Technical
Section (DSATS) in 2008, with the goal of linking the surface machines with downhole
machines, tools and measurements in drilling systems automation (DSA), thereby improving
drilling safety and efficiency. Later in 2014, the first DrillboticsⓇ competition came about,
inviting academic institutions to create and manage multidisciplinary student teams
(“Guidelines,” 2019)[21].
The 2019-2020 challenge extended is “to design
and build a miniature drilling rig and autonomously
drill a directional well through a homogenous rock
sample to a given plan [of up] to 30° inclination,
15° azimuth, 10” displacement, 24” true vertical
depth (TVD) and 30 ksi rock ultimate compressive
strength (UCS)” (“Drillbotics Webinar Series:
Guidelines Kickoff,” 2019)[20]. More specifically,
the problem statement, as the guidelines specify,
reads: “design a rig and related equipment to
autonomously drill a well, using downhole sensors,
that is able to hit multiple directional targets, as
quickly as possible while maintaining borehole
quality and integrity of the drilling rig and drill
string”. In taking on this challenge our team has
Figure 1. Rough sketch of drilling trajectory through rock
proposed a project, in accordance with the 2019
sample [20]
Ⓡ
Drillbotics guidelines, with the objective of
designing and building a safe, fully-automated, steerable directional drilling system while
maintaining the bore hole quality. Figure 1 provides an example of the drilling trajectory that the
rig will have to execute along with the target points are predefined coordinates.
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The competition guidelines outline several other conditions and constraints including, but not
limited to, the amount of available power, limitations on the bottom hole assembly (BHA), and
strength of the drill string; real-time information is to be relayed to the operator during the
drilling process; a homogeneous sandstone rock of size 12”W x 24”L x 24”H will be marked to
indicate the starting point of vertical drilling (“Guidelines,” 2019)[21].
One of the challenges our team faces is down-scaling a real-world directional drilling method
(i.e., using downhole mud motor) to a laboratory scale. That being said, our learnings from this
project can be applied to real world drilling processes to ultimately make them faster, safer, and
more economic.

1. Learnings from Drillbotics 2018-19
The University of Calgary (UofC) Drillbotics Team competed for the third time in 2019,
successfully proposing a design that got through Phase I (design) and into Phase II (final
presentation & rig demonstration) of the competition for which a fully functional drill rig was
constructed. Our team this year sees potential in improving upon the previous year’s design and
modifying it to approach the steerable directional drilling challenge. The following outlines some
areas of improvement:
● Drill string stability
It was noted while conducting tests that the previous year’s drill string has a significant
amount of lateral free play. Insufficiently supported drill string creates excessive
vibration during the drilling operation when undergoing rotations at high rpms, wearing
out the mechanical system. As such, it is in the interest of this year’s team to improve
upon the stability of the drill string, eliminate the lateral free play and fixate its degree of
freedom on being strictly axial translation, as well as rotation.
● Drill string buckling strength
Weight on bit (WOB) and drill string rotational speed are two important factors to
examine for the drilling operation as higher WOB can improve the rate of penetration
(ROP) within a certain threshold. With the competition guidelines specifying the size of
the drill string the buckling strength of the drill string limits the allowable WOB. Thus,
improving the buckling strength through the use of stronger material, amongst other
mechanical means, may enable a larger range of operation for WOB.
● Friction on the BHA
Last year’s rig relied on varying the value of WOB to steer the BHA. However, the
rubber sheathing around the BHA caused high friction resistance against the sandstone
sample as the assembly descended, while the rubber material itself did not contribute to
friction as much as the tight spacing between the wellbore and the BHA did. With the
diameter of the BHA and the drill bit being the same, there was no free space inside the
wellbore for the BHA, being tightly confined by the walls around it. The design this year
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considers the spacing between the BHA assembly and the rock to allocate some free
space to mitigate the significant loss of friction.
● Rock sample loading
When loading/unloading rock samples during the testing phase last year, the rig posed
some difficulties caused by the design of the frame itself, which required the timeconsuming task of removing all the clamps and part of the T-slot frame to re-clamp them
all back in the end. Consequently, ease of safe access to rock sample is an important
aspect of this year’s design.
● Rig transportation and assembly
Previous year’s rig utilized a farm jack mechanism to raise and lower the retractable mast
which houses the top drive motors. The design is difficult to operate with the mast sitting
on top of a platform to be removed before the mast can be retracted. The consideration
going forward is to improve usability of the mast retraction mechanism to allow for an
easier assembly/disassembly when transporting the rig.

2. Safety
During all the phases of the project, it is expected to encounter potential safety hazards.
Innovative ideas and design come second to the health and safety of the members. Furthermore,
safety is perceived to be “important to everyone…[and] a core value for the natural gas and oil
industry”[12].
Especially during the construction
and testing phase of the project,
manual labour and physical
contact with mechanical and
electrical components will be
inevitable. In an effort to steer
clear of safety-threatening
incidents, numerous steps of
preventative action are set out. The
team utilized Job Safety Analysis
(JSA) procedure and its hierarchy
of controls to ensure safe
environment working around the
rig.
Figure 2. JSA hierarchy of controls [23]

2.1

Elimination

Elimination control is the most effective method in JSA and focuses on physically removing the
hazard. With this method in mind, the team has considered numerous design changes and
9

discussed modifications of the rig. Due to reasons briefly mentioned in section 1 of this report,
the previous year’s rig’s rock sample housing needs to be redesigned to account for safety when
replacing the rock sample. Furthermore, this design is inconvenient in practice as it requires
loosening the screws of the T-slots to allow for loading of the rock and tightening them up once
the rock is placed inside; in addition to the time-consuming task of disassembling the housing
structure, there are safety concerns when moving the rock in and out of the housing. For this
reason, the team has decided to remove the current sample housing and install a newly designed
sample housing which includes a sliding feature to allow for easier, safer loading and unloading
of the rock sample. This design will be discussed in detail in section 6 of this report.
Our design makes use of electric equipment so careful consideration has been given to electrical
hazards; all cables and connections are carefully placed away from water to minimize electrical
hazards. Further elimination is done through placing electronic connections in water resistant
box, and water-resistant tapings around electronic cables and connections. Additionally, prior to
conducting tests, the team plans to check and eliminate any points of potential electrical
discharge by fixing and removing damages on equipment and cables.
Another method of elimination controls our team has applied is removing the potential of drill
string buckling by adding more bearings for additional support. As the drill string is the weakest
point in our drilling equipment, detailed buckling calculation is done to ensure its safety with the
designed bearing and is included in section 6.2.1.3 of this report.

2.2

Substitution

Substitution occurs when a less (or non-) hazardous material, substance, or chemical is used in
place of one that poses a hazard. However, for the substitution to be effective, it is imperative to
ensure that the substitute does not introduce any different hazards. Furthermore, a potential
problem of substitution as a means to enhance safety by using a less hazardous material,
substance, or chemical is the reduced effectiveness or efficiency of the substitute. As a result, it
is important to perform a risk to benefit analysis, as well as ponder on whether using other
controls reduces compromises in efficiency or effectiveness.
With this substitution is said to be the second most effective method in the JSA, our team has
implemented several measures to substitute potential hazards. Since the new design for the rock
sample housing produces vibrations, substitution can be applied here to secure the dolly to the
ground, reduce vibrations, and stabilize it. The farm jack mechanism to raise the mast can also be
substituted for a safer chain link mechanism.

2.3

Engineering Controls

Engineering controls are the third most effective hazard control system according to the JSA
hierarchy of controls. It involves the use of engineered machinery or equipment to reduce, or
eliminate, the exposure to physical or chemical hazards. However, while engineering controls
isolate the hazards by placing a physical distance between the system and workers, they do not
necessarily eliminate the hazards themselves. Engineering controls involve applying designs or
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modifications to the working environment, such as the introduction of systems (e.g., a ventilation
system), or processes that reduce the hazard exposing source.
Our team has implemented a number of engineering controls in our project: An emergency
shutoff sequence integrated into the torque control, and an easily accessible emergency button, to
allow a worker to manually perform an emergency shutoff or switch off the rig if the need arises.
Another form of engineering controls can be the use of guards on moving parts to prevent hair or
loose clothing from being caught, as well as on electrical cables to prevent occurrences of
electrocution. A containment system for rock samples during drilling to prevent spills will also
be implemented.

2.4

Administrative Controls

Administrative controls focus on the way people perform work in order to create a safer
environment and reduce the risk of malpractice posing a threat to safety. This is usually done
through the putting in place workplace policies, rules, working practices, and standards. Equally
important is enforcing these rules and regulations, or they would be meaningless if no one
adhered to them.
One of the most effective ways to encourage safety-conscious behaviors is through proper safety
training. Safety training not only ensures the team practices safety in the workplace, it further
informs people on any possible hazards in the working environment. Also, training and teaching
people on failure to abide by safety measures, policies, and rules helps promote the importance
of following them, leading to higher compliance levels to these important measures. As such, all
team members participated in several safety training courses before we were allowed to use the
Drillbotics laboratory on campus. The safety trainings include:
● WHMIS 2015
● Occupational Health and Safety Orientation
● Hazard Assessment Training
● Spill Response Training
● Laboratory Safety Training
Incorporating some of the learnings from the training, our team has decided to avoid wearing
loose clothing, loose hair and accessories during the testing phase to prevent the occurrence of
incidents around moving equipment.

2.5

Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)

PPE is at the bottom of the safety control hierarchy and is often considered to be the least
effective safety control method. However, PPE is significant for physical protection as it acts as
the first line of defense between a person and the hazard. When every other measure of controls
fails to eliminate a hazard—due to inherent limitations, or possible malfunction—PPE is used to
prevent personnel from being exposed to the hazard. Although at the bottom of the JSA safety
control hierarchy, wearing PPE is nonetheless paramount in ensuring the safety of workers.
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PPE is often specific, as different environments pose different risks and hazards. It is important
to analyze the working environment to ensure that proper PPE is used.
Our team has created a project specific PPE standard for both construction and operation phase
including FR clothing for hot work (welding), close-toed shoes, long pants, and safety glasses.
For our construction and testing, all the team members will follow this standard. The more
specific PPE such as safety glasses, ear protection and fire extinguisher are provided at the
laboratory where we will be working on the University of Calgary campus.

3. Engineering Assumptions
● The most critical component in the rig assembly is the drill string due to its thin walls.
Consequently, to ensure operational stability, the operating range and torque provided by
the top drive are based on the buckling limit of the drill string.
● Mechanical Specific Energy (MSE) analysis is not included in this report, however,
including it in display during the final operation is still a possibility at this point.
● The fluid circulation will be done using a 7000 rpm EVERBILT transfer pump which
carries more than enough power to pump the water downhole at a consistent rate. As a
result, calculations are not performed for an open loop fluid circulation system.
● In the bent configuration of the BHA, the overall efficiency of the universal joints is
expected to be 87%, based on a maximum inclination of 30°.
● The homogenous rock sample is isotropic, i.e., the same properties are expected in every
direction.
● Considering the scale of drilling for this competition, an active method of stick-slip
mitigation seems unnecessary. Through conducting trial runs of the operation, we will
make note of the frequencies at which stick-slip occurs to avoid having to actively
mitigate it.

4. Current Industry Practices for Directional Drilling
Traditionally, vertical drilling has been used to extract natural resources like oil and gas
underneath the earth’s surface. However, due to the factors like the location of the reservoir,
limited pay zone length, there are a lot of limitations with this technique. With the onset of
directional drilling since the late 1920’s where the drilling takes place at an angle, oil production
from reservoirs has increased massively. It allows to hit targets and stimulate reservoirs in ways
that cannot be achieved with a vertical well. Hence, for directional drilling the ability to
accurately steer the drilling direction becomes crucial. The current industry practices to allow for
deviation from the vertical path comprises of Positive-Displacement Motors (PDM), and Rotary
Steerable Systems (RSS).
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Positive-Displacement Motors utilize a surface-configurable bend sub to achieve turning effects.
The preconfigured bent sub creates an offset between the drill bit and the drill string axis; by
rotating the drill string from the surface the bent sub can be positioned to achieve desired drill
trajectory. Additionally, drillers discovered that the placement of stabilizers also affected the
directional behaviour of the BHA. For example, a stabilizer placed near the drill bit has the
tendency to build angle and a stabilizer placed away from BHA has the tendency to drop angle
[16]
, Figure 3 shows this effect.
Figure 3.Using stabilizer configuration to change BHA behaviour [16]

A PDM has two operating modes, rotary and sliding. During
rotary operation the drill string is powered from the surface by
its top drive; the entire drill string rotates to transmit power to
the bit. For sliding operation, the drill string ceases to rotate;
instead drilling fluid is transmitted through a power section
within the drill string to power the bit. Figure 4 shows a typical
PDM with stabilizers and a power section. In order to initiate
sliding mode, the rotation of the drill string must be stopped.

Figure 4. A typical PDM

This poses a challenge as the
rotating string over kilometers of
length can behave like a coiled
spring [16].
As drilling technology advanced,
another concept known as a
Rotary-Steerable System was
introduced. Early designs of RSS
consist of expandable pads near
Figure 5. Auto Trak RSS by Baker Hughes
the drill bit to steer the drill in
specific directions. The nature of utilizing expandable pads means that the steering relies on
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contact with the borehole wall,
which can be inconsistent because
of different soil and rock
compositions. This effect led to
two popular designs for RSS,
push-the-bit and point-the-bit. The
previously mentioned expandable
pad design is an example of pushthe-bit, where the pads “push” the
BHA toward a certain direction.
Figure 5 shows a push the bit
design by Baker Hughes. The
point-the-bit design utilizes an
Figure 6. Point-the-bit RSS by GyroData
internal mechanism to deflect the
shaft within the drill string, which is achieved either hydraulically or through a servo motor.
Figure 6 shows a point-the-bit design by GyroData.

5. Phase II - Testing and Manufacturing Plan
Prior to applying any changes to the previous year’s design, we ran, observed and recorded the
behaviour of the rig as-is, as well as the control system, over a series of test runs. This section
includes descriptions of these tests in a systematic manner to help elucidate the changes we are
proposing in the new design.

5.1

Data Management and Processing

5.1.1 Data acquisition and processing
Early preliminary tests have sensory information outputted to a text file; however, data access is
rather cumbersome using this method, so we have explored implementing a full database to store
and recall the drilling data.
There are two suggested designs for the database, the first being a simple SQL database using
either Microsoft SQL or MySQL. This design was initially suggested because both
aforementioned databases are commonly used throughout the software world, and this year’s
team is well-versed working within a SQL database environment. The concern with this style of
database management is the time cost incurred to open new sockets when communicating with
the database. The overhead is significant and potentially debilitating, resulting in loss of data
depending on the rate at which the input stream arrives.
A possible solution to this problem is to use local memory space to save the data before
uploading the sensory data as a package at relative intervals, in which case whether the local
storage space is enough becomes a concern. Another design we are considering for database
management is a streaming database (namely, InfluxDB[17]) which accommodates continuous
data flow without opening new sockets with every data access.
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Having said that, we have agreed upon using Microsoft SQL, since the current database is not
overly large, so the overhead remains insignificant. We will switch to InfluxDB, if performance
issues come up.

5.2

Signal processing and instrumentation

5.2.1 Testing the sensors in the drilling environment
The sensors will be tested in two different ways; firstly, we will drill a small hole in the rock,
insert the BHA and flip the rock sample. We will then attempt to connect to the sensor and
transfer its data to the Raspberry Pi. This ensures all the Bluetooth sensors are able to connect to
the control system through the maximum possible rock interference. Next, we will drill a straight
line down into the rock sample and attempt to connect to the sensors this test will ensure we are
able to connect to the sensors during live operation and that sensors are not damaged then.

5.2.2 Synchronizing all measurements and calibrating sensors
Surface and downhole sensors will all be synchronized to the lowest common frequency of the
devices; e.g. if we have a 10-Hz sensor and a 100-Hz sensor, we will normalize the program so
that it acts on a 10-Hz schedule. This will be implemented as incorporated in the design for
supervisory control.

5.3

Testing the control system architecture

5.3.1 Response time for data aggregation
In order to determine the input lag time for the directional steering mechanism we will employ
open looping testing and hard program the directional mechanism to activate every second we
will then record the data in our database. Then we will use the timed data to estimate when the
sensors pick up on the inclination change caused by the directional steering mechanism to
determine the total input lag of the directional steering mechanism, the sensor lag and the control
system. This info will then be used by the control system to determine the required time to wait
before the system makes further decisions.

5.3.2 Refine the control algorithms
After determining the lowest common frequency of the frequencies explored within the data we
will upload that value to the control system and have the system run at that frequency. We will
also save the expected input delay in our database which will then be called upon to determine
the wait time necessary to act on the sensory information. Finally, all sensory information will be
saved in our database the information will not be recalled in active use of the control system, but
it will be saved for use in data visualization and potentially to simulate test runs.

5.4

Mechanical Testing

A series of tests will be conducted in Phase II to examine multiple critical parameters governing
the performance of the drill rig and obtain an optimal operational range for the drilling. The idea
here is to first establish a functional range of values for the specified parameters and further
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adjust the key controlling variables like rotational speed for top drive, WOB to optimize the
results and obtain optimum operating conditions.
5.4.1 Static Torsional Test for the drill string
It is important to know the actual maximum allowable torque that the drill string can withstand.
Although we have computed a theoretical maximum for this parameter through the buckling
consideration, a physical test will also be performed using a digital torque wrench and vice grip.
The competition allows for a drill string with 3/8-inch diameter, 36-inch length and 0.049-inch
wall or equivalent. Due to its thin-walled specifications, drill string is the critical component in
the rig assembly, likely to fail first. Therefore, it is important to make sure that the operating
range of the top drive is dictated by the maximum torque that the drill string can safely handle.

5.4.2 Kinematics of the steering mechanism and mast retraction mechanism
Prior to deploying the steering mechanism into a real test operation, it is important to ensure the
assembly is behaving as designed kinematically. As an analytical modelling for relating the
tension through the wire ropes and the corresponding degrees of bend in the BHA is very
rigorous and difficult to achieve without a precise downhole friction modelling, therefore
experimental tests will be conducted to empirically establish the required tension in the wire rope
to engage side cutting. This will translate into the required torque by the servo motor, which will
dictate the corresponding voltage to be used for on/off control. After the design passes, a fullscale part can be manufactured to test its exact kinematic properties.
Meanwhile, the BHA from last year’s competition will be used to conduct range of motion test
for the links. It is crucial to analyze if the BHA follower links can follow through the wellbore
trajectory for a specific degree of bend in the actuated link. Therefore, the range of motion of the
follower links will be tested in both straight and bent configurations through the means of cables,
pulley and weights to replicate our proposed design scenario where the first BHA link is engages
side cutting while rest of the links bend in response to the actuated link.
Similar to kinematic concerns associated with the steering mechanism, the chain-hoist system for
retracting the mast needs to be tested prior to its deployment. However, a scaled down model
may be too costly to manufacture thus the initial phase of the test should be carried virtually
through simulation in SolidWorks or Simulink. Once the final mechanism is assembled the rig
should be disassembled and reassembled once to ensure all parts are working properly.

5.4.3 Operating RPM range and WOB
Following confirmed kinematic behaviour of the BHA, testing will be performed to obtain ROP
data for directional drilling through a rock sample as a function of top drive’s rate of rotation and
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variable WOB values. Results will be iterated and further optimized to obtain an optimal rate of
penetration.

Figure 7. Typical ROP response to WOB [18]

The test will be based on the concept of “founder’s point”. In drilling operation, increasing WOB
can increase the rate of penetration up to a certain extent. At first small increments of WOB can
result in large ROP gains, after a certain point a linear trend between the two is observed, then
the system reaches the area of diminishing returns where ROP gain becomes less and less, finally
a threshold is crossed where continued increase in WOB decreases ROP due to less efficient
bottom hole cleaning. This adverse effect of weight on penetration rate is known as bit
floundering [18]. The point at which the linear trend between WOB and ROP peaks before
reaching diminishing returns is known as the founder point, the optimal drilling condition sought
after by drillers. Figure 7 shows an example of a curve demonstrating the relationship between
WOB and ROP, where W indicates WOB and R indicates ROP; point c in the figure would be an
example of the founder point.
The objective of this testing will be
ensuring that the drilling operation
happens close to the founder point to
ensure high efficiency and to be able to
implement it to optimize drilling real
time.
The relationship between ROP and
WOB also changes with changing top
drive RPM; for operation at different
top drive RPM, a distinct ROP-WOB
curve will be generated. Figure 8
provides a visual reference of this
relation and how we anticipate the data
to look like.

Figure 8. ROP response to WOB with various RPM [22]

In order to determine the optimal operation range for our rig, a series of drilling tests will be
conducted. Constant RPM drilling with varying WOB can be used to generate a curve to
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determine founder point for that specific RPM. By repeating this test for a select number of
RPMs we can select the best RPM WOB combination for maximum rate of penetration. Drilling
operations conducted by last year’s team suggests that the rig operates best when RPM is on the
order of low hundreds, high hundreds and low thousands. A decreased performance was
observed when RPM ranges in mid hundreds, likely because of adverse vibrational effects. Thus,
three desirable RPM values on the favourable orders of magnitude that were mentioned above
will be picked to conduct the test to determine which range yields the best results.

5.5

Manufacturing Plan

The manufacturing and assembly phase of the project will commence during the testing phase.
One of the guiding design philosophies for this project is to utilize as much commercially
available products as possible to avoid components requiring custom machining. Considering the
layover period for parts to ship, the orders for essential components will be made between midDecember to early January as various tests take place. New parts requiring machining will be
made by late January when testing phase ends, after which the rig will be disassembled to install
new components. The complete reassembly of the rig is expected to take place in March.
Given the scale and complexity of this project, the manufacturing tasks will be split between
internal and external parties. The team members will manufacture specified parts through the
university machine shop after appropriate trainings are complete. Other parts that are too
complex or too resource intensive will be directed to an external party to manufacture through
competition funding from our sponsors. The team has already undergone partial training to
access the machine shop, and also reached out to a few local businesses that may be able to assist
in the manufacturing process. Next, the exact split between internal and external manufacturing
for specific subsystems will be discussed.
For the rig frame, the majority of the parts will consist of existing products from the market. The
columns and connections that make up the construction of the frame are commercially available.
The new rock sample housing requires a new base for the rig which will be done internally using
waterjet.
The BHA will rely heavily on external support, because the parts tend to have more intricate
features. Any new component in the BHA that requires custom machining will be delegated to an
external party to complete. Tension cable, cable sheathing, universal joints, shaft seals, bearings
and motors will be sourced from the market. Housing for the motor will be made internally.
Pieces of metal can be cut with waterjet then welded together to make the housing.

6. Mechanical Design
6.1

Rig Modifications for the 2019-2020 Competition

The structure from last year’s rig was robust and compact which allowed for easy transportation
and a stable drilling operation. Therefore, the rig frame for 2020’s competition will be the same
as last year with the following proposed modifications for this year’s design:
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● Addition of bearing for drill string stabilization
● Implementation of a cable steering mechanism to achieve directional drilling
● Modified BHA to accommodate the proposed steering mechanism
● Changes in sample housing, mast retraction mechanism to facilitate smooth operation and
ease of assembly.
● Modifications to the wellhead to allow azimuthal angle changes as well as higher
transmissivity of Bluetooth signal.

6.2

Current Rig Design

Figure 9. Current drill rig design

The current design for the entire drill rig is provided
in Figure 9. The drill rig consists of a mast frame,
top drive carriage and slider assembly, rig frame,
bottom-hole assembly (BHA), wellhead, drill string,
and rock sample housing. The mast frame is
constructed with T-slots and has a modular,
retractable design for ease of transportation. On top
of the mast is the carriage which houses the top drive
and sits on a slider assembly to facilitate the vertical
movement of the platform. The top drive is a 3-phase
AC motor which can deliver up to 5hp responsible
for providing the torque to the drill string. The top
drive is connected to a variable frequency drive to
provide RPM control on the motor. The drill string is
connected to the BHA and consists of a flex shaft
housing a series of universal joints to transmit the
torque to the drill. The
flex shaft has an
actuated link (the link being controlled for directional drilling) and
a series of identical follower links connected to it. These links of
the flex shaft are connected via the means of pin connection. The
pinned connection provides one degree of freedom in terms of
rotation of the link, allowing the BHA to follow the trail of the
actuated link.
The other end of the BHA incorporates a drill-bit connector that
secures the drill bit. The wellhead sits on top of the rock sample
and it is connected to a square shaft to prevent the entire assembly
from rotating with the drill string. The drill string along with the
BHA runs down the square shaft attached to the wellhead to drill
into the rock. The rock itself is housed on the base plate secured to
Figure 10. Current BHA Design
Figure 10. Current BHA design
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the rock stabilizer frame with clamps. The rock stabilizer frame is made of 2-inch thick square
steel tubing which is attached to the rig frame via bolted plates.

6.2.1 Static Components

Figure 11. Slider assembly for the top drive

6.2.1.1Drill rig frame
We will not modify the frame which
was used last year in the competition
since it is quite robust as is, allowing
for a smooth and stable drilling
operation. The frame consists of 2-inch
steel square tubing, creating a rigid
structure to minimize vibrations and
movement.
The mast is composed of four 5ft x
40mm x 40mm and two 5ft x 80mm
x80 mm 6360 aluminum columns with
four 190 x 40 x 40 mm3 8020 and two 190 x 80 x 80 mm3 supports placed horizontally between
the columns to reinforce the mast structure. The mast is located centrally on the top face of the
rig frame to ensure forces are exerted evenly on the rig frame. A single rail T-slot frame piece
will be bolted on the slider side of the mast. A limit switch is mounted on top of this frame piece
and will serve as a safe way to kill power to the drill rig when the travel has exceeded a
predefined distance.

6.2.1.2 Rock sample housing

Figure 12. Rock Sample House Design 2018-2019

We identified a few issues with the current design for the rock sample housing, one being how
time consuming it was to load the rock into the base plate. This was due to the need to loosen the
screws of the T-slots to create space for the rock loading, to tighten them back up once the rock
was in place. There was no smooth transition into the base plate as the tolerance between the
front face of the mast and the rock itself was tight. This year we have come up with a design that
incorporates a slide in feature, using an external dolly system for the rock to be placed on before
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being slid into position. To do this, we have redesigned the base plate such that it has an empty
section as a placeholder for the dolly to slide into.
Rubber mounts are used to maintain the rock in place on all four faces of the rock, as well as the
top. The dolly itself now has stoppers on its wheels to prevent the drilling from causing
vibrations. The rubber on the mounts are used again to increase the dampening in the system,
lowering the potential for resonance when the vibrations of the rock occur. A water jet is used to
make a cut in the base plate as we have identified this to currently be the most efficient and least
time-consuming method.

6.2.1.3Drill string stabilization
The drill string is arguably the weakest link in the rig assembly due to its thin cross section. Its
buckling strength limits the maximum allowable WOB. Since stainless steel pipe is permitted for
the competition, the team has decided to substitute the aluminum drill string with a stainless-steel
drill string. Stainless steel has a higher tensile strength compared to aluminum, therefore it will
be able to sustain more weight from the top drive. The material chosen is AISI Type 304
Stainless Steel, which boasts an ultimate tensile strength of 505 Mpa. In addition to stronger
material, the team has decided to implement one bearing along the rig assembly to reduce the
unsupported length of the drill string, thus effectively increasing the critical load it can take. The
critical load for buckling is given by equation below.
𝑃𝑐𝑟 =

𝜋 2 𝐸𝐼
𝑘𝐿2

where,
𝑃𝑐𝑟 : Euler’s critical load,
E: modulus of elasticity,
I: moment of inertia,
K: column effective length factor, and
L: unsupported length of column.
Initially, it was considered that the placement of bearing would cut down the unsupported length
of the drill string by half; however, since the bearing would be fixed in place the unsupported
length will change as the rig assembly descend. Considering that the true vertical depth required
is 24 inches, we carried out the calculation with 24 inches as the worst-case scenario for the drill
string buckling limit. The result is a critical load of 1455N; applying a safety factor of 1.4 we
yield 1039N as our maximum axial load. The choice of bearing is a flange mounted ball bearing
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with an overall length of ⅞ inches and width of 1.5 inches. Figure 13 shows the product by
McMaster Carr.

Figure 13. Flange mounted ball bearing by McMaster Carr [14]

6.2.2 Dynamic Components
6.2.2.1Considered BHA designs
During the initial periods of the design phase, we considered a scaled down Rotary Steerable
System (RSS) system to achieve directional control over the drill bit because RSS is a proven
technology in precise directional drilling. Specifically, the idea involved implementing three
expandable pads for “push-the-bit” steering. Two methods of actuation were considered for the
pads: motor and hydraulic. The calculation for side force required was based on the soft string
model developed by Johanscik et. al., assuming the BHA behaves like a soft string only capable
of carrying axial load, we estimated roughly 350 N of force required to push the drill bit.
Motor actuation was the main idea pursued by the team; it is the more reliable option among the
two given all connections are mechanical and there are no pressurized elements which can cause
leakage. The caveat with this idea is with space constraints; three motors with their respective
pads must be fitted in a 1.5-inch diameter pipe as that is the maximum allowable size for the drill
bit. While we were able to find products on the market that satisfy the space constraints, the
motors do not provide enough torque even with gearbox attached. The best motor and gearbox
combination on the market within our space limitation can only provide roughly 40 N of side
force, which is almost one order of magnitude off of what is required. This problem prompted
the team to reconsider the design decision to implement the directional steering mechanism
down hole. Since the true vertical depth of the well is only up to 24 inches, we considered the
possibility to actuate the mechanism from outside.
Following the thought of external actuation from surface, hydraulics was considered as an option
to power the pads. The team brainstormed a design that is similar to a car’s braking system,
where each pad is connected to a hydraulic piston, which is pressurized by a linear actuator
above surface. In theory, this design has the potential to be reliable and simple to implement.
Master cylinders from cars and brake hoses are readily available from the market and they can
carry sufficient pressure. However, upon closer inspection, the piston has proven itself to be the
limiting factor. Considering the amount of pressure required and the small size of the piston, the
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parts would require very precise machining with very low tolerance in order to prevent leakage.
The team presented this design to academic advisors and machine shop advisors; it was
concluded that the down hole piston would indeed be impractical to implement due to the
amount of time and resource required.

6.2.2.2Proposed BHA design
Learning from the drawbacks of previous designs, the team
concluded that the steering mechanism design should be actuated
externally from outside and the down hole component should be
simple. These considerations led the team to a cable actuated
design. The acceptance criteria of the steering mechanism are also
altered at this point from a full three-dimensional directional
control to a pseudo three-dimensional control where the BHA is
capable of adjusting inclination angle on a fixed plane that will be
predefined by a modified rotating wellhead prior to drilling
operation. The team consulted with the project sponsor regarding
this decision and this design is accepted because a well-executed
2-dimensional well path is likely to score higher than a less well
executed three-dimensional path for the competition. This design
was finalized following a discussion with industry professionals
and gaining their approval.
Figure 14. Detail of BHA (above)

The inclination angle adjustment in the BHA will be done through
cable tension. Two cables will run parallel along opposite sides of
the BHA; Downhole, the cables will be connected to the last link
in the BHA, which we will refer to as the actuated link in this
report whereas on the other end, the cables will wrap around a
spool. The spool will be connected to a motor shaft using a keyed
connection and thus, the action of unwinding the cable from spool
as the BHA descends through the rock will be achieved by
rotation of the motor shaft. The motors will be housed (bolted
down) on the rig frame so that the cables can be kept straight with
respect to the BHA which allows for easy maneuvering. The two
cables will be connected to two different spools; thus, two motors
will be required for this assembly. A cable sheathing will be used
Figure 15. Detail of BHA stabilizer
to keep the cable from rubbing against the metal surface. Besides
unwinding the spool, the motors serve another important function to facilitate the actuation of the
cable mechanism. Upon research, it was found that cable mechanism is usually prone to
compressive failure, therefore to mitigate the risk of the cables going under compression, the
cables will be pretensioned and this will be accomplished through the motors connected to the
spool. As the motor rotates, the torque is transferred to the cable through the spool and in turn the
cable pulls on the actuated link which engages side cutting. The rest of the links in the BHA
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serve as followers allowing the assembly to drill directionally
through the rock. When unequal tension is applied, the actuated link
will be pulled to one side. When equal tension is applied, the actuated
link should remain straight. Initially, the team considered the option
of enabling the actuated link to have a range of angles it can operate
under. However, since this mechanism is cable driven, precise torque
control from the motors at the top (steering motor) is required in
order to precisely control the angle of the actuated link. After a
discussion with industry professionals, we concluded that precise
torque control will be difficult to achieve and unreliable in lab scale
drilling, thus an on/off control solution was suggested to the team;
this solution will be further discussed in the controller design section.
Figures 18 and 19 show some details of the BHA design,
Figure 17. Detail of steering mechanism (above)
including the universal joints and cable connection.

Figure 16. Detail of steering motor connection

Power transmission method will remain unchanged, a series
of universal joints will be responsible for transmitting torque
downhole. Figure 18 shows an exposed view of the BHA’s interior.
The use of universal joints implies in efficiencies compared to a
traditional drill pipe, thus the torque loss needs to be considered.
Universal joints typically operate at around 98% efficiency, by
assuming 10 joints being used to achieve 30° inclination (3° bend in
each joint), the overall efficiency of the BHA assembly is 81.7%.

Figure 18. BHA interior (above)

The BHA will be able to operate in two configurations, straight and
bent. The straight configuration is achieved by maintaining equal
tension in both the cables using the motors. This mode will primarily
be used for drilling up to the kick-off point in the rock before
starting to drill at an angle. The bent BHA configuration will be
accomplished by applying more tension on one of the cables
Figure 19. Configuration of BHA when bent
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which will tilt the actuated link at an angle in the desired direction. The degree of bend in the
actuated link and subsequent bends in the follower links will also be determined through testing.

Figure 20. BHA operation

6.2.2.3Modified wellhead

Figure 21. Modified Wellhead assembly

Following the decision of scaling back the design for BHA from full 3D to pseudo 3D, a
wellhead that can rotate the BHA assembly is thus required which will provide the third degree
of freedom for drilling. The group originally considered designs utilizing turret bearings,
however high-quality bearings can cost from hundreds to thousands of dollars; this is outside the
allowed budget for this assembly. Further examining the application of this mechanism, the team
concluded that the wellhead will not bear significant amounts of weight, which higher quality
turret bearings are designed for. Thus, the decision is to proceed with a simple turntable, which
cost significantly less.
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The mechanism consists of two parts, one stationary lower part and one rotating upper part, with
a turntable connecting the two. The lower part will be secured to the rock by clamps on the
frame, and the upper part will be free to rotate. Figure 21 shows the design of the wellhead. The
rotating upper part has an extrusion with a hole, this feature is intended as the connection point
for the actuator. A linear stepper actuator will be mounted normal to the extrusion, as the
actuator extend or retract its drive shaft, the upper part of the assembly will be turned.

6.3

Calculations and Free-body Diagrams

6.3.1 Maximum allowable torque by the top drive
As the drill string is the thinnest walled component in the rig assembly, the maximum torque that
the top drive can provide is limited by the shear strength of the drill string. Having chosen AISI
Type 304 Stainless Steel, the shear strength of this material as per the max-distortion theory is
given by:
𝜏 = 0.577 * UTS
where,
UTS: ultimate tensile strength (505 MPA for 304 stainless steel) [MPa], and
𝜏: shear strength [MPa].
𝜏 = 0.577 * 505 MPa = 291.385 MPa
Now, the maximum torque that the drill string can handle based on this shear strength is given by
the following relation:
𝜏𝐽

𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝑟

0

where,
𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 : maximum allowed torque [Nm],
𝜏: shear strength [Pa],
𝑟0 :outer radius of the drill string [m], and
𝐽: polar moment of inertia [𝑚4 ].
Using a safety factor of 2, the 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 is calculated to be 17.376 Nm, which sets the upper bound for
the motor due to buckling considerations.

6.3.2 Maximum allowable WOB versus actual WOB
Once again, the drill string is the critical component for this consideration. The maximum
allowed weight-on-bit (WOB) is limited to the critical buckling on the drill string. Using a safety
factor of 2:
𝑊𝑂𝐵𝑚𝑎𝑥 =

𝑃𝑐𝑟
1039.285 𝑁
=
= 52.97 𝑘𝑔
𝑔 ∗ 𝑆𝐹
9.81 𝑚/𝑠 2 ∗ 2

The actual WOB can be computed from the total weight of the assembly acting on the drill bit,
which we estimate to be 150 N from last year’s testing, so:
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𝑊𝑂𝐵𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 =

150 𝑁
= 15.29 𝑘𝑔
9.81 𝑚/𝑠 2

This calculation is taken from last year’s design and this year, we plan to evaluate the actual
WOB through experimental testing.

6.3.3 ROP and estimated torque-on-bit

Figure 22. FBD of drill bit and tension on rope

Using the friction coefficient of 1.36 for the sandstone sample:
𝑇ℎ𝑒𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑞𝑢𝑒-𝑜𝑛-𝑏𝑖𝑡 = (𝐹. 𝑂. 𝐵) 𝜇 (𝑟𝑏𝑖𝑡 ) = 150𝑁 (1.36) (1.5𝑖𝑛) = 3.8862 𝑁𝑚
Assuming a depth of cut of 5 𝜇m and operation at 1200rpm, rate of penetration (ROP) can be
calculated as:
𝑅𝑂𝑃 =

5 𝜇𝑚
× 1200𝑟𝑝𝑚 = 6 𝑚𝑚⁄𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑟𝑒𝑣

The above ROP calculation is again a theoretical estimate, actual operating range will be
determined through testing.

6.3.4 Theoretical tension through the cable for directional drilling
Based on an order of magnitude analysis, if force on bit (FOB) of 150N can suffice, then
assuming the same for side force to directionally cut through the rock, let 𝐹𝑠 = 150𝑁. Now, the
tension required in the cable to bend the BHA link can be computed from a balance of moment:
ΔT = (𝑟𝑏𝑖𝑡 ) = (𝐹𝑠 − 𝐹𝑓 ) = 5.4𝑖𝑛, and
𝑟𝑏𝑖𝑡 = 0.65𝑖𝑛
Hence,
ΔT= 822.461N
where,
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ΔT: estimated tension required in one of the cables to make the assembly turn [N].

6.3.5 Build rate and required bend angle for on/off control
The adjacent figure shows a sketch of the trajectory used to
estimate the build rate. The dimensions of the trajectory were
based on the maximum constraints of 24 in true vertical depth and
inclination of 30°
𝐵𝑢𝑖𝑙𝑑 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 =

27.71 𝑖𝑛
30°

Therefore, the estimated build rate is 1.085° per inch.

Figure 23. Build rate diagram

Now, the actuated link in the BHA is 5.4 inches, thus, based on the
estimated build rate, an angle can be derived for the link. Using a
safety factor of 2:
𝑅𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒, 𝜃 = 5.4𝑖𝑛 × 1.085°𝑖𝑛−1 × 2 = 14.3°

6.3.6 Shear stress on the bolt connecting wire-rope to the BHA
Assuming a shear force of 2kN, shear stress on the bolt is given by:
𝜏=

𝐹
𝑑(𝑡1 + 𝑡2 )

where,
d is the bolt diameter, and
𝑡1 and 𝑡2 are the thickness of the material connected by the bolt.
𝜏=

2000𝑁
= 55.6 𝑀𝑃𝑎
3𝑚𝑚(12𝑚𝑚)

As per Von-Mises criteria, the ultimate shear strength of 304 stainless steel is:
𝑈𝑙𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ = 0.57 × 551𝑀𝑃𝑎 = 314.07𝑀𝑃𝑎
Therefore, the theoretical estimate is that the bolt will not shear as it is well under the ultimate
shear strength.

6.3.7 Vibrational analysis
As the drill is rotating and penetrating the rock at a high
RPM, the whole assembly is prone to vibrations. The
locations at which vibrations are most prominent would be
the drill string that is rotating as well as the rock that is being
penetrated. In order to quantify the torsional vibration, the
natural frequency (𝜔𝑛 ) at which the drill string and rock is
oscillating must be calculated.

Figure 24. FBD of Drill String
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To calculate the natural frequency of the drill string a fixed-end shaft design undergoing torsion
was assumed as shown in Figure 24. The assumption of a free rotating shaft was made with no
contact to the rock. Along with that, the BHA covering the drill string was assumed to be the
disk at the end of the shaft.
𝜋(𝑑𝑜4 −𝑑𝑖4 )𝐺

𝜔𝑛 = √

32𝐼𝐿

where,
𝜔𝑛 : Natural frequency of the drill string [rad/s],
𝑑𝑜4 : Outer diameter of the drill string [0.009525 m],
𝑑𝑖4 : Inner diameter of drill string [0.007036 m],
𝐺: Modulus of elasticity [Stainless Steel drill string: 200 Gpa],
𝐼: Mass moment of Inertia of BHA [Solidworks evaluation: 0.02038 𝑘𝑔 ∗ 𝑚2 ], and
𝐿: Length of drill string [0.9144 m].
𝜔𝑛 = √

𝜋[(0.009525 𝑚)4 − (0.007036 𝑚)4 ]200𝐸9 𝑃𝑎
= 60.27 𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑠/𝑠 = 9.59 𝐻𝑧
32(0.02038 𝑘𝑔 ∙ 𝑚2 )(0.9144 𝑚)

As for the vibration caused by the drill string for when it makes contact with the rock, the
equation below is used. The assumption of a beam with a fixed end and a mass attached on the
other end is used. The following calculation is then used to calculate the natural frequency of a
single degree of freedom oscillation:
𝑓𝑛 =

1 𝐸𝐴
𝐸𝐴
√ ,𝑘 =
2𝜋 𝑚𝑙
𝑙

where,
k: Spring constant of drill string,

𝐸𝐴
𝑙

,

E: Young's modulus for drill string (stainless steel = 203 GPa),
A: Cross-sectional area of drill string (𝜋𝑟 2 = 1.95E-5 𝑚2 ),
m: mass of stainless steel drill string ( 𝜌𝑉= 0.142 kg), and
l: length of drill string (0.9144 m).
so,
𝑓𝑛 =

1 (203𝐸9 𝑃𝑎)(1.95𝐸 − 5 𝑚2 )
√
= 878 𝐻𝑧
2𝜋
(0.142𝑘𝑔)(0.9144𝑚)

Based on the test results from the following tables performed in a controlled lab for gray siltstone
(test rock) [11]. The size of the drill bit used for this testing is 31.75 mm which is close to our 38.1
mm, which is satisfactory for our validation purposes. The natural frequencies calculated must
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remain below the resonant frequency in order to not cause any excessive vibrations and maintain
the integrity of the mast. Based on our calculation above it the frequency at which our string is
oscillating is sufficient. The rock is also undergoing vibrations through this process; however, it
is not oscillating at as high of a frequency as the drill string as it is a much larger mass and is also
restricted by the number of mounts and encasing (water storage reservoir) restricting its rotation
and movement. In this case, it would be negligible and would not require a frequency analysis as
it would always remain below the resonant frequency. In order to get real data for the vibrations
that are occurring within the system, specifically the drill string as it penetrates the rock. Testing

Figure 25. Data table for resonant frequencies of sandstone core samples [8]

must be done with an accelerometer attached to the drill string. The testing of this data is
scheduled for Phase II of the project.

7. Control System
7.1

Control System Architecture Overview

The control system is comprised of two control systems working in tandem; the first control
system, Top Drive Controller, determines the speed of the motor and ensures the RPM remains

Figure 26. Abstract control schematic showing an inner loop actuator controller and an outer loop supervisory controller.
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stable. It also determines the lowering of the drill by the stepper motor. The second control
system, Directional Controller, is concerned with the direction of the drill, controlling the
directional drill system to course correct and ensuring the system is on a path to hit target
coordinates. Furthermore, Supervisory Control translates sensory information to useable
information for both control systems and ensures all systems perform in sync.
No stick-slip mitigation method will be implemented. Instead, through measuring the vibration
of the drill string when operating at different RPM of the stepper motor and using this
information to find the resonance points of the drill string, we will choose an RPM in between
the resonance points to reduce the occurrence of stick-slip. This will allow us to focus on the
directional drilling component of the control system instead, rather than on actively mitigating
stick-slip oscillations.

7.2

Data Flow

Figure 27. Data flow diagram (DFD)

The data flow starts with the acquisition of the sensor data, the four core inputs that we require
are inclination, azimuth, top drive RPM, and vertical positioning. These values are calculated
with sensor data, which sensors relate to which value is discussed in the sensor section. The
information is then transferred to the raspberry Pi controller, if the signal is analog it is then
converted to a digital one and sent to the Simulink box. The Simulink box will then implement
the information into the control algorithm; it will also log the data then transfer it to the database.
The databases will supply an estimated path based off manually inputting coordinates and a
target RPM. The Visualization system will also use the database to plot projected path. This data
flow is illustrated in a diagram shown in the figure below.
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7.3

Sensors

Prior to deciding what sensors are most optimal for the control system, we must first determine
the critical data necessary to operate the control system. For the control system controlling the
engine there are two important measures to consider: the torque and RPM. The control system
controlling the directional steering meanwhile we will need to know the azimuth, inclination,
coordinates of the drill head, the force applied by the directional steering mechanism and the
vibration on the wellhead. So, in order to determine the sensor suite needed we simply need to
know how to measure the aforementioned values.
● Vertical positioning
The optical encoder of the stepper motor will allow us to determine by how many units the
chain has moved up or down.
● Torque and RPM
A variable frequency device (VFD) will be used to control the AC motor at the top of the rig.
This VFD is capable of measuring both RPM of the drill string and torque output of the AC
motor.
● WOB
WOB can be calculated with a strain gauge, and angles which will be determined using the
inclination.
● Azimuth
A Magnetometer can determine the azimuth of the drill bit, because you know the magnetic
north with the magnetometer you can then use its direction relative to true north to determine
the azimuth. In order to do this calculation, the system will need to know your coordinates so
we will make this programmable. One possible challenge with this approach is if the sensor
is mounted on the outside of the bit the same as the previous design you will have to account
for where the sensor is relative to the main body.
● Vibration of drill bit
An accelerometer can determine the vibration of the drill bit. There is some difficulty with
this calculation because you have to account for the centrifugal acceleration of the drill bit
along with the potential acceleration of the drill well lowering it and of course gravity.
● Inclination
The inclination of the drill bit can be calculated using an accelerometer.
● Torque downhole
A downhole torque sensor is the only way we could determine the downhole torque
unfortunately the size of the downhole torque sensor is prohibitive.
● Coordinates of the drill bit
Calculation using historical azimuth and how much the drill has been lowered, or some sort
of distance sensor for example ultrasonic sensors, lasers(unlikely because of the rock
blocking the laser)
Since most of the measurements mentioned above cannot be measured without accounting for
additional factors, it is important we minimize the amount of syncing the supervisory control has
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to manage at the end of the day. For this reason, we have decided to centralize some of our
sensors into one chip containing the Accelerometer, Gyroscope, and Magnetometer the
preliminary front runner for this sensor is the MetaMotionR because it is Bluetooth capable and
has a large library of software compatible programs as example programs. It is also proven to
work by last year’s competitors.
After determining which sensors relate to which measurement, we had to find sensors to buy the
choices of which are listed below:
Accelerometer: MetaMotionR
Magnetometer: MetaMotionR
Variable Frequency Device: Siemens
Strain Gauge: S-type Load Cell

7.4

Detail of Control System

7.4.1 Controller design
The first control system controlling the rpm of the motor will use a simple PI controller that will
have a target RPM, A series of tests will be run on the rig to determine the optimal RPM which
will be chosen based on Rate of Penetration and Vibration Mitigation, the RPM was chosen to be
static because this will ensure a roughly constant rate of penetration which allows for an easier
calculation of the positioning of the drill bit. We have chosen to use a PI controller because the
top drive motor experiences resistance as operation continues, meaning a steady state error is
likely to occur; thus an integral control term is added. In addition, derivative control was also
considered to improve system response time. Through a discussion with industry experts
regarding lab-scale drilling, in order to ensure desired system behaviour the controller is
typically tuned experimentally (Lai, S. Nov. 20, 2019)[19]. Considering the limited time and
resources to conduct tests as well as the slow rate of penetration of our rig, we have deemed full
PID control excessive for our needs and will proceed with a PI controller instead. The plant we
will use for this is a simple RPM to volt plant this was determined by last year’s team to be 153
rpm/volts so we will use the same value.
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The second control system deals
with the directional drilling
mechanism. Following the same
discussion with industry experts
on November 20, it was
suggested to the team that an
on/off control where the actuated
joint of the BHA will either be
bent or straight be implemented.
The reasoning is that according
to industry experience, precise
torque control is often difficult to
implement in lab scale drilling;
thus, a system where the actuated
joint is either guaranteed to be
bent or straight is more reliable. Figure 28. Example graph of how we intend to map the reference trajectory points
Following the meeting the team and drilling targets.
redesigned the actuated joint,
which now has 3 states: fully bent, fully bent the other way and static, or off. We are given two
targets, and we will create a list of points that lead to the target, an example is shown in Figure
27, these targets will be selected based on the provided trajectory and the expected build rate of
the directional mechanism. The control system will then attempt to hit those targets by applying
the optimal state. The optimal state will be determined by taking the angle of the drill bit’s
current direction to the target, if the angle is less than the on/off control angle no force will be
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applied, if it is more than the control angle the directional steering mechanism will be turned on.
A flow diagram showing the operation of the directional drilling system is shown below.

7.5

Software Preparation and Startup Tests

Firstly, we ensure the sensors are syncing up with the raspberry pi properly, to ensure this we
will run a test program that verifies data is coming back from all the sensors. At the same time
we turn on the data visualization program and ensure the API is correctly connecting to the unity
program in real time.

Figure 29. Drilling System Flow Diagram
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8. End-User Interaction
8.1

Data Visualization

The data visualization system will be broken into two parts.
The first part will be a simple graphical model that displays the values the data the sensors are
giving back in real time in graphical form. It will also contain simply calculated values derived
from the sensory information examples include RPM and Weight-on-Bit. This user interface will
be created with LabView. A quick mock up view of what it might look like is displayed below,

Figure 30. Graphical mock-up of drill parameters

additional info can be added as necessary.
The second part of the visualization will be done in unity this will be a simple 3D space that
contains a block representing the rock sample a dot representing the current estimated position
and a line representing the currently estimated direction. The data will be transferred using the
data from the database this will give a slight lag to the output, but this is okay because the system
should be fully autonomous. If we have additional time, we will also display the 3D model of
the rig. The mockup of the unity scene is shown below.

Figure 31. Real Time Position Display Mock-up
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9. Cost Estimates
Table 1: Current Cost Estimate

System

Cost Item

Estimated Cost
Mechanical

Drill bit Steering

High torque motors, wire ropes, custom machined attachment
parts

$1000

Drill bit Steering

Redesigned Steering Assembly Material + manufacturing
Includes: steering mechanism, sensor housing, flexible drill
string section

$2000

Drill bit Steering

Steering Assembly Prototyping

$500

Frame

Mast retraction mechanism rework + manufacturing

$2000

Frame

Sample Housing rework: revised frame, ramp, new clamps

$1000

Drill String

Stainless Steel tube upgrade: raw tubing, any additional
attachments, machining

$500

Drill String

Buckling Support: frame parts, bearings

$500

Electrical / Software
Sensors

MetaMotionR Sensors, new optical encoder, torque sensor; all
with spares in case of damage

$1000

Misc.

Wiring, any additional electrical components such as
microcontrollers, specifically raspberry Pi 4

$500

Administrative
Cash Allowance
Competition
Competition

For unpredicted design changes
Shipping costs
Travelling expenses
Total

$1000
$4000
$6000
$20, 000

Schulich Funding
DSATS
Competition
Pason Systems
Sponsorship

Annual amount set for capstone projects
Traveling expenses and general funding

- $ 500
- $ 4000

Committed support from Pason Systems

- $ 3500

Total including expected funds

$ 12,000

Expected Funds*

The team has approached multiple companies for industry support in the form of sponsorship for
our project. As of yet, Pason Systems Corporation has committed to be our sponsor in the 20192020 competition and we are in talks with Spartan Controls Automation and Precision Drilling
for providing support. Furthermore, we seek to apply for internal funding at our university
through the Schulich School of Engineering student teams to secure additional funds to cover the
costs associated with manufacturing, testing and shipping the drill rig.
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Therefore, the team is confident that we will be able to procure enough monetary support to
cover the expenses for this year’s competition.

10. Work Schedule for Phase II
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Appendix A: Team Biography
Table 2: 2020 U of C Drillbotics Team Biography

Team Composition
Team Member

Current Degree

Expected
Graduation

Contribution

Yanda Fang

Mechanical engineering - Bachelors July 2020

Directional steering
design

Talha Hassan

Mechanical engineering - Bachelors July 2020

Frame design

Soha Hemmati

Software engineering - Bachelors

Control system

Pankaj Ghansela

Christopher Baker
Jason Jae Hyeon Jang

July 2020

Mechanical engineering - Bachelors July 2020

Directional steering
design

Software engineering - Bachelors

Control system

July 2020

Mechanical engineering - Bachelors July 2020

Safety, drill string
design
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Appendix B: Power Consumption Summary
Table 3:Power Consumption Summary

Device

Voltage (V)

Current (A)

Estimated
HP

Watts

Top Drive + Stepper Motor

33

9

0.398

297*

Pump

115

8

0.5

372.85

Steering motors (each)

12.5

160

5.36

2000

Linear Actuator

12

5

0.0804

60

Software components

50.4

5

0.337

252

Total

222.9

187

6.6754

2981.85

*Note: The power consumption of top-drive stepper motor is estimated based on a rotational
speed of 1200 rpm
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Appendix C: Calculation Result Summary
Table 4:Calculation Result Summary

Parameter

Critical
Buckling
Load

Symbol

𝑃𝑐𝑟

Calculated Results

Safety
Factor

Field Units

Metric Units

233.58 lbf

1039 N

Max Allowable
Field Units

Metric Units

1.4

327.10 lbf

1455 N

2

205.05 ft-oz

17.38 Nm

2

116.78 lbm

N/A*

Burst Limit
Torque Limit

𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥

410.1ft-oz

Weight-on-Bit

𝑊𝑂𝐵

33.71 lbm

Rate of
Penetration

ROP

0.24 in/min

6 mm/min

N/A**

N/A

N/A

ΔT

184.90 lbf

822.461 N

5.6

1035.42 lbf

4605.78 N

1.085° per inch

0.043° per mm

N/A***

N/A

N/A

Steering
Cable
Tension
Build Rate

Build Rate

34.76 Nm
15.29 𝑘𝑔

52.97 𝑘𝑔

*Note: Fluid is only used for drill-bit cooling and cutting removal; thus, the fluid pressure will be well
below the system’s burst limit.
**Note: The exact limits on rate of penetration will be determined through testing, see section 5.4.3.
***Note: Build rate is an estimation based on geometry and therefore do not involve a safety factor.
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Appendix D: Rig Dimensions
Figure 32. Current Rig Dimensions

*Units in m
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Appendix E: Engineering Drawings
Figure 33. New wellhead assembly
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Figure 34. Modified BHA assembly, straight
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Figure 35. New rig assembly
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Figure 36. Modified BHA assembly, straight, exploded.
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Figure 37. BHA + stabilizer + wellhead.
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